Opposite effect of cold on energetic efficiency in normal and obese Wistar rats with hypothalamic lesions.
Reduced thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue (BAT) may contribute to increased energetic efficiency and obesity in rats with ventromedial hypothalamic (VMH) lesions. Thermogenic activity of BAT is a function of the environmental temperature. If a relationship exists, it follows that the increased energetic efficiency of VMH-lesioned rats likewise should be governed by temperature. We have therefore investigated the energy balance of normal and VMH-lesioned rats housed at 30 degrees C and 10 degrees C. Experiments at differing feeding levels allowed calculation of maintenance energy requirements and the net energetic efficiencies of each group. VMH-lesioned rats at thermoneutrality (30 degrees C) accumulated more body fat at all feeding levels than did normal rats. Maintenance energy requirement was reduced, but the net energetic efficiency did not differ significantly from normal. The reduced maintenance energy requirement of lesioned rats persisted at 10 degrees C. Net energetic efficiency decreased in normal rats acclimated to cold but increased in the lesioned group. The difference was significant (P less than 0.05). The cold-induced increase in interscapular brown adipose tissue (IBAT) oxidative capacity of VMH-lesioned rats was only half that of normal rats. Differences in BAT thermogenesis may be the basis for the differing temperature effects on net energetic efficiency.